We apply a multi-spectral (RGB and thermal) camera drone for synthetic aperture imaging to computationally remove occluding vegetation for revealing hidden objects, as required in archeology, search-and-rescue, animal inspection, and border control applications. The radiated heat signal of strongly occluded targets, such as a human bodies hidden in dense shrub, can be made visible by integrating multiple thermal recordings from slightly different perspectives, while being entirely invisible in RGB recordings or unidentifiable in single thermal images. We collect bits of heat radiation through the occluder volume over a wide synthetic aperture range and computationally combine them to a clear image. This requires precise estimation of the drone's position and orientation for each capturing pose, which is supported by applying computer vision algorithms on the high resolution RGB images.
Introduction
Synthetic apertures (SA) find applications in many fields, such as radar [1] [2] [3] , radio telescopes [4, 5] , microscopy [6] , sonar [7, 8] , ultrasound [9, 10] , LiDAR [11, 12] , and optical imaging [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . They approximate the signal of a single hypothetical wide aperture sensor with either an array of static small-aperture sensors or a single-moving small aperture sensor whose individual signals are computationally combined to increase resolution, depth-of-field, frame rate, contrast, and signal-to-noise ratio.
With airborne optical sectioning (AOS) [21, 22] , we apply camera drones for synthetic aperture imaging. They sample the optical signal of wide synthetic apertures (up to 100 m diameter) with multiscopic video images as an unstructured (irregularly sampled) light field to support optical slicing by image integration. By computationally removing occluding vegetation or trees when inspecting the ground surface, AOS supports various applications in archaeology, forestry, and agriculture.
In [23] we derive a statistical model that reveals practical limits to both synthetic aperture size and number of samples for the application of occlusion removal. This leads to an understanding on how to design synthetic aperture sampling patterns and sensors in a most optimal and practically efficient way. For AOS recordings, we achieve an approximately 6.5-12.75 times reduction of the synthetic aperture area and an approximately 10-20 times lower number of samples without significant loss in visibility.
Compared to alternative airborne scanning technologies (such as LiDAR), AOS is cheaper, delivers surface color information, achieves higher sampling resolutions, and (in contrast to photogrammetry) it does not suffer from inaccurate correspondence matches and long processing times. Rather than to measure, compute, and render 3D point clouds or triangulated 3D meshes, AOS applies image-based rendering for 3D visualization. However, AOS, like photogrammetry, is passive (it only receives reflected light and does not emit electromagnetic or sound waves to measure the backscattered signal). Thus, it relies on an external energy source (i.e., sunlight).
While thermal scanning with robot arms has been recently demonstrated under short-range and controlled laboratory conditions [24] , in this article we present first results of AOS being applied to thermal imaging in outdoor environments. The radiated heat signal of strongly occluded targets, such as human bodies hidden in dense shrub, can be made visible by integrating multiple thermal recordings from slightly different perspectives, while being entirely invisible in RGB recordings or unidentifiable in single thermal images. We refer to the extension of AOS to thermal imaging as thermal airborne optical sectioning (TAOS). In contrast to AOS, TAOS does not rely on the reflectance of sunlight from the target, which is low in case of dense occlusion. Instead, it collects bits of heat radiation through the occluder volume over a wide synthetic aperture range and computationally combines them to a clear image. This process requires precise estimation of the drone's position and orientation for each capturing pose. Since GPS, internal inertia sensors, and compass modules or pose estimation from low resolution thermal images [25] are too imprecise, and light-weight thermal cameras have too-low resolutions, an additional high-resolution RGB camera is used to support accurate pose estimation based on computer vision. TAOS might find applications in areas where classical airborne thermal imaging is already used, such as search-and-rescue, animal inspection, forestry, agriculture, or border control. It enables the penetration of densely occluding vegetation. Figure 1 illustrates the results of a first field experiment. Our camera drone captures a series of 10 pairs of RGB images (first row) and thermal images (second row) of a dense bush along a horizontal path ( Figure 1a ). The approximate distance between each pose of 0.8 m leads to a linear synthetic aperture of 7.2 m. The distance to the bush was approximately 6.7 m. Neither in the RGB images nor in the thermal images is our target (a person hiding behind the bush) visible. The third row shows close-ups of the region of interest (ROI, Figure 1b ) in which the target is located. While each thermal image carries bits of the target's heat signal, it cannot be identified without knowing it in advance. The high-resolution (1024 × 1024 pixels) RGB images are processed using a state of the art structure-from-motion and multi-view stereo pipeline [26] and the result is used for pose estimation only ( Figure 1a ). The pose estimation error in this experiment was 0.36 pixels (on the RGB camera's image sensor). This is the average mis-registration (due to imprecise pose estimation) between scene features when back-projecting them to all 10 RGB images and comparing these back-projections to their corresponding image features. Since RGB camera and thermal camera have a fixed relative alignment on the drone and a similar field of view, the pose estimation error can be directly scaled to the lower resolution (512 × 512 pixels) of the thermal camera. Due to the larger pixels, the average pose estimation error was 0.18 pixels on the sensor of the thermal camera. Thus, 0.18 pixels is the average misalignment between the 10 thermal images when they are computationally integrated for AOS. Considering an approximate distance of 11 m to our target, the spatial sampling resolution of TAOS in this experiment was 1408 pixels m −2 (considering the size of thermal pixels, the uncertainty due to errors in pose estimation [21] , and the distance to the target).
Results
By computationally integrating all 10 registered thermal images, the target becomes clearly visible (Figure 1c) . The reason for this is, that pixels on surface points of the target perfectly align (up to the error caused by pose estimation) in focussed points while occluders in front of the target misalign and result in defocussed points. This is the core principle of AOS: sampling a wide SA signal to profit from a shallow depth-of-field that quickly blurs out-of-focus occluders to reveal focussed targets. However, since the distance to the target is unknown, we must computationally sweep a synthetic focal plane through all depth layers until the target becomes visible. This is what is commonly done in optical sectioning for microscopy. Section 4 will briefly summarize the AOS image integration process. Since an in-depth discussion is out of scope for this article, more details on the image-based rendering process can be found in [21] . Figure 1d ,e illustrates that the results can be improved by capturing and combining more samples (up to 50) over a wider synthetic aperture. However, we have previously shown that there exist limits on the synthetic aperture size and number of samples which depend on the average projected size and disparity of occluders on the image sensor [23] . Relatively small apertures with a relatively low number of samples already lead to optimal results, while larger apertures and additional samples do not provide improvements. Figure 1c -e underlines these findings, as there is only a slight improvement between 10 samples and 16 samples, but no significant improvement when the number of samples is increased to 50. Figure 1e does not show additional unoccluded features on the target, but only a stronger blur that results from more (slightly misaligned) images being integrated. More details on the statistical theory of SA sampling can be found in [23] . 
Discussion
TAOS has the potential to increase depth penetration through densely occluding vegetation for airborne thermal imaging applications. For many such applications that inspect moving targets (such as search-and-rescue, animal inspection, or border control), fast update rates are required.
Compared to direct thermal imaging, TAOS introduces an additional processing overhead for image rectification, pose estimation, and image integration. However, for each new pose, only one new image is added to the integral while the oldest is removed from the integral. Therefore, the overhead is restricted to processing a single image only, rather than processing all N images that are integrated. In our experiments, image processing was done offline (after recording) and was not performance optimized. We timed approximately 8.5 s for all N = 10 images together (i.e., on average 850 ms per image). Real-time pose estimation [27] , image rectification [28] , and rendering techniques [29] will reduce this overhead at least to 107 ms per image. Thus, if direct thermal imaging delivers recordings at 10 fps, TAOS (for N = 10) would deliver at approximately 7 fps for 512 × 512 pixels-causing a slightly larger pose estimation error (0.49 pixels on the sensor of the thermal camera). However, TAOS images integrate a history of N frames. For our example above, this means that, while direct thermal imaging integrates over 100 ms (1 frame), TAOS integrates over 1 s (N = 10 frames). Faster cameras and processors will improve performance. Moving targets will result in motion blur that can lead to objects being undetectable during TAOS integration (depending on the object's size and position in the scene). TAOS can compensate for known object motion, so that moving objects can be focused during integration. Furthermore, we currently rely on a mainly static scene for pose estimation. If major parts of the scene are moving or changing during one TAOS recording (e.g., 10 frames) the pose estimation will be imprecise and integration might fail.
Another limitation is that, currently, since pose estimation relies on features in high-resolution RGB images, TAOS cannot be applied in low-light conditions (e.g., at night) unless the spatial and tonal resolutions of thermal cameras increase, or a precise non-image-based pose estimation method, such as Real Time Kinematic GPS, is applied. Our initial experiments on pose estimation with the thermal images did not lead to a useful precision.
Materials and Methods
The drone used for our experiment (Figure 2a ) was a Parrot Bebop 2 (Parrot Drones SAS, Paris, France) with an internal RGB camera (14 MP CMOS sensor, fixed 178°FOV fisheye lens, 8 bit per color channel). Note that we rectify and crop the original image and downscale the resolution to 1024 × 1024 pixels for performance reasons. We attached an external thermal camera at the drone's vertical gravity axis (a FLIR Vue Pro; FLIR Systems, Inc. Wilsonville, Oregon, USA; 640 × 512 pixels rectified and cropped to 512 × 512 pixels; fixed 81°FOV lens; 14 bit for a 7.5-13.5 µm spectral band). Note that both cameras are rectified to the same field of view of 53°.
For image rectification (Figure 2d-g ), lens distortion of both cameras has to be determined and corrected. Furthermore, we calibrate the relative offset between the two camera positions with an affine transformation (containing rotation and translation in 3D). Thus, absolute camera positions of the RGB images can be transformed to the thermal recordings. To support rectification and calibration, we used a metal plate with glued black velvet squares aligned in a checker board pattern. While the color difference is only visible in the RGB camera (Figure 2b ), the thermal difference between the metal and the velvet is detectable in the thermal camera (Figure 2b ). We applied OpenCV's (https://opencv.org) omnidirectional camera model for camera calibration and image rectification. Note that further processing is done after image rectification. For pose estimation, the general-purpose structure-from-motion and multi-view stereo pipeline, COLMAP [26] (https://colmap.github.io), was used.
Image integration was implemented on the GPU, based on Nvidia's CUDA, and is described in detail in [21] . In principle, we define a synthetic focal plane at a given distance from the drone's synthetic aperture scan line, project all recorded thermal images from their corresponding poses onto this plane, and sum overlapping pixel intensities. Image features will align (and consequently be in focus) only for scene points that are located on (i.e., intersect) the focal plane. Scene points that are not on the focal plane will be misaligned and appear out of focus. Since we do not know the distance to the target, we sweep the synthetic focal plane (i.e., we computationally refocus) in axial direction away from the aperture line until the image of the target becomes clearly visible. The supplementary video illustrates this.
Conclusions
Synthetic aperture imaging has great potential for occlusion removal in different application domains. In the visible range, it was used for making archeological discoveries [22] . In the infrared range, it might find applications in search-and-rescue, animal inspection, or border control. Using camera arrays instead of moving single cameras that sequentially scan over a wide aperture range would avoid processing overhead due to pose estimation and motion blur caused by moving targets, but would also be more complex, cumbersome, and less flexible. Furthermore, we would like to investigate the possibilities of 3D reconstruction by performing thermal epipolar slicing (e.g., as in [30] for the visual domain). Investigating the potential AOS together with other spectral bands for other applications, such as in forestry and agriculture, will be part of our future work. 
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